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Methods 

False Positive

Background

Estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) proteins are important biomarkers that drive clinical

management and treatment decision for breast cancer. Duplex immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining of tissue

sections allows simultaneous detection of two biomarkers and their co-expression at the single-cell level, but are

often difficult for a human including pathlogists to reliably score. Digital pathology algorithms offer a promising

solution, but require a very large amount of ground truth for training. Figure 1 shows the digital pathology deep

learning(DL) algorithm development workflow. For DL development, it needs a huge amount of ground truth (cell

location/label). Collecting ground truth (GT) at the cell level is extremely tedious and time-consuming, and the cost

of pathologists is high. This study applied a pre-trained UNet model and HALO© to obtain computer generated

GT; we then compared it to pathologist scoring to determine the feasibility of expediting DL development using

these technologies.

Methods 

Results Conclusions

Without the need for pathologists to click on cells one by one, approximate ground truth (shown in Figure10) for

28657 cells in duplex (synthetic Tamra and Dabsyl ), 16779 cells for adjacent Dabsyl-ER Singleplex images,

15525 cells for adjacent Tamra-PR Singleplex images, were created in a fraction of the time usually needed.

Both UNet model and HALO© were highly correlated with Pathologists’ positive ER/PR scores These computer

aided GT technologies can accelerate DL algorithm development by generating large-scale GT labels utilized in

training and validation, with only minimal post-processing. The only significant variations, pathologist-to-

pathologist, and pathologist-to-algorithm, were for weak or no staining.

Therefore, these will be emphasized in the follow up work during which many more FOVs will be added to the

ground truth set
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In this study, duplex IHC assays for ER-PR and adjacent registered singleplex ER/PR were used. Pathologists

identified FOVs of interest in duplex ER/PR (Fig. 2) . Then, use our developed automatic registration algorithm to

transfer and register these to adjacent singleplex ER/PR slide. Pathologists did not score directly on duplex image

shown in Fig. 2; the algorithm generated synthetic ER/PR images for their scoring, and we compared the scores in

adjacent registered singleplex ER/PR. 27 fields of view (FOVs) were selected from three slides with a range of

tissue variability and stain intensity Then, 36 FOVS shown in Figure 3 including synthetic ER/PR images and

adjacent singleplex ER/PR images were provided to three pathologists to score independently. Figure 4 is an U-

Net architecture utilized for detecting cell location and type in this study.

Results

As shown in Figure 5, a pre-trained UNet model was applied independently to detect ER/PR positive, negative,

stroma cells, immune cells, and artifacts: Red - tumor positive; green - tumor negative; blue - stroma; yellow -

immune cell; black - artifacts. Color-unmixing [2] and computer vision methods to segment tumor mask are shown

overlaid in green. Similarly, HALO© detected and classified ER/PR positive/negative, and corresponding tumor

mask are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4: U-Net architecture for detecting cell  

location and type

The correlation among the three pathologists on synthetic ER and PR images was very high (0.99 or greater show

in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(a)) . For the adjacent singleplex ER images, the correlation was also very high (0.99 or

greater), but for the adjacent singleplex PR it was lower, 0.61 to 0.93. The reason is that for weak or no staining,

pathologists, UNet, and HALO© exhibited significant differences. As shown in Fig. 9 (b)-(d), FOV 7 has very weak

staining for Dabsyl ER. Some of the singleplex images were not adjacent but were some distance away in the

same tissue block; this contributed to the large variances.

Figure 9: Four predication examples from the testing databaseFigure 7 : Tumor positive percentage for consensus PS and range of PS and CMS scores for Synthetic ER/PR 

and Adjacent singleplex ER/PR images. Note: PS = Pathologist scores, CMS= Computational Method scores

Figure 2 : pathologists annotated duplex images; 

these were transferred to adjacent singleplex images.
Figure 3: Duplex image; synthetic images for ER and PR; 

registered adjacent singleplex images for ER and PR.

Figure6: HALO@ detect and classify 

ER/PR positive/negative, and 

corresponding tumor mask

Figure 7 shows the tumor positive percentage for consensus pathologist scores (PS) and range of PS, HALO©

scores, and Unet model scores for Synthetic ER/PR and Adjacent singleplex ER/PR images. We observe a high

correlation between the UNet model and HALO© with three pathologists’ scores in both Synthetic ER/PR and

Adjacent singleplex ER/PR. The correlation between the UNet-based algorithm and the pathologists ranged from

0.95 to 0.99 for ER and PR synthetic images, and was similarly high for the adjacent singleplex ER, but for the

adjacent singleplex PR, it ranged from 0.29 to 0.73. The corresponding figures for the correlation between HALO©

and the pathologists were similarly high for synthetic ER and PR images, and for adjacent singleplex ER, and were

somewhat lower for adjacent singleplex PR, ranging from 0.84 to 0.87

Figure 10: The collected ground truth by UNet model

Figure 5. Color-unmixing and computer vision based methods

to segment tumor mask shown overlaid in green.Figure 1: Digital pathology deep learning algorithm 

development workflow

Red - tumor positive; green -

tumor negative; blue -

immune cell; yellow -; stroma 

cells, black - artifacts.

Figure 8: The agreement between pathologists, UNet, HALO for synthetic and adjacent singleplex ER


